
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attendees 

Janneke Sobeck 

Travis Volkman                 

Phil Huerta                    

Deacon Dzierzawski 

Helen Bagshaw

 

1. Rx Drug drop box updates: Phil shared a brief recap on the status of local pharmacies getting a 

drop box for collection of unused or expired prescription medications. It was our understanding 

for months after talking with Winona Health about the opportunity that we must wait for the MN 

Pharmacy Board to publish guidelines before a pharmacy can establish a drop box. However, we 

heard from a DEA agent during the April Take-Back Day event that pharmacies CAN have a drop 

box NOW. Phil called the MN Pharmacy Board in December to gain clarification, and was told that 

a LICENSED pharmacy can have a drop box NOW, but must update their status with the DEA and 

register with the MN Pollution Control Agency. Phil has the printed applications to review. 

Deacon shared knowledge of only one pharmacy in MN that has a drop box: Walgreens in Duluth. 

Phil shared that Walgreens in Winona was in-the-running for a drop box pilot according to the 

local pharmacy manager, but was not selected. Team decided to host an informational meeting 

for local pharmacists to join a unified conversation. We will learn what pharmacist already know, 

what interest there is, what needs to be accomplished, and support them with resources. 

 

2. Marijuana logic model progress: Deacon facilitated this discussion to help us identify key people, 

potential strategies, and our stance on preventing Marijuana. He asked the following questions: 

What systems have the ability to influence future or current prescribing behavior? 

What do we have the ability to enact to limit the promotion of Marijuana? 

Where are the students getting it from? 

What is our tolerance as a coalition? 

 

The team primarily talked around the school and law enforcement sectors in answering these 

questions, specifically on policy review and changes. 

Phil recapped his recent meeting with Dr. Beguin at Winona Health (WH): Dr. Beguin shared that 

WH is not equipped to manage or prescribe medical marijuana, so the organization decided 

collectively to not offer its availability. He also shared a brief history of the legalization of medical 

marijuana in MN, and reasons why medical marijuana can be considered a myth. 

Travis shared a potential scenario/outcome with further legalization of marijuana in MN or 

surrounding states: Police write ticket for person with possession of THC > county attorney 

prosecutes > judge presides over court appearance = a relatively small offense turns into $1,000 

of taxpayer dollars. Therefore, a L.E. officer might let someone go with a small amount because 

it’s legal in ______. 

Travis also shared past utilization of a zero tolerance approach in alcohol-related traffic stops. The 

team liked this idea, and emphasized importance of using this to utilize existing diversion 

programs instead of just getting youth into the legal system. Despite marijuana’s current or 
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future legality, there are many health-related reasons for the coalition to adopt a zero tolerance 

approach for our focus population. The team decided to bring this conversation to January’s 

Board meeting (sharing Dr. Beguin’s insight, and discussing zero tolerance), and have members 

vote on whether or not the coalition should focus efforts on marijuana and place prescription 

drugs in a maintenance mode. If adopted, then we will recruit individuals to help develop 

strategies for prevention. 

3. Pulling out data for sectors: Deacon shared the Wilkon County, MN coalition is going through a 

leadership change. He described how previously they gave students the entire Minnesota 

Student Survey (MSS) results to review and pick out 20 questions that parents, peers, and the 

school should know about. Next, they had a group of adults from the coalition do the same 

activity from a community mind-set. Then, they brought the 20 questions to the Board to have 

members narrow the list down to 10 questions/responses and make an infographic out of it. The 

team agreed to duplicate this process. We can also use this information in developing an on-

going youth/parent survey for future data collection. 

 

4. Actions: 

Phil – will look into arranging an info meeting for pharmacists 

Everyone – will recap discussion on adopting marijuana at January board meeting 

Phil – will look into MSS activity with students 

 


